LOOM-KNITTING PATTERN

Dino hat

Skill level: Intermediate

Looms

Yellow Knifty Knitter round loom
(41 pegs, large gauge)
Pink Knifty Knitter flower loom
(12 pegs, large gauge)

Yarn

Two strands of worsted (4) yarn,
1 skein each of main color, orange for
scales, white for eyes. Vanna’s Choice
was used for the sample.

Tools

Loom pick, crochet hook,
stitch markers and two buttons

Size

Pattern is written for an adult hat. You
can use the 36-peg green Knifty Knitter
loom for youth hats.

Required stitches

Flat-knit, purl, decreasing

Reference

Drawstring cast-on
Visit this PDF LINK to see more details
on how to do the drawstring cast-on
by Brenda Myers.
http://www.box.net/shared
/qftmvmeww0

RAWR! It’s the invasion of the dino hats!!
These loom-knit hats are great for easy Halloween
costumes or just for everyday zany fun.
Hat base
Follow a rib-knit pattern (knit 2, purl 2) for 1.5 inches. This is
your brim, which can lay flat or be folded up. From here, knit
in stockinette for 7.5 inches for an adult hat. If you plan to do
a gather bind-off, knit until the hat measures 9 inches total for
an adult hat. If you plan to decrease for a crown using the flatpanel method, knit about 7.5 inches and begin shaping.
If you’re doing the crown shaping, divide the stitches into
four groups. On the yellow KK loom, the last group will have
11 and that’s OK. Start the first section with your working
yarn and knit 10 stitches. Turn and knit 10 back. Move the
loop on Peg 1 onto Peg 2. Move the loop on Peg 10 to Peg 9.
Knit the next row, knitting 2 over 1 on the first and last pegs.
Then knit a row back. Repeat this decreasing on the end pegs,
with a normal row after each decrease, until 2 stitches remain. Move the last loop over the first loop and knit 2 over 1.
Wrap one more time and knit. Cut 12 inches and pull the yarn
through to make a knot.

Dino hat

Join the yarn to the next section and
repeat the above instructions for all
sections. For the section with 11
stitches, just work in the extra stitch
on a knit-back row at the end. You
should have four triangles. Seam them
together on the wrong side and you
have a smooth crown for your hat.

Scales
For the scales, knit in garter stitch
(knit one row, purl one row). You may
use any loom with at least 9 pegs.
Start with 9 stitches and decreased
one stitch on every other row (the knit
row) on alternate sides. Basic bindoff.
Sew the cast-on edge of the scale to
the hat. Follow the triangle seams for
a straight line.

Eyes
The eyes were made on the pink 12peg Knifty Knitter flower loom. You
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may use the drawstring cast-on by
Brenda Myers. Place a slipknot on the
anchor peg. Wrap the yarn around the
outside of all pegs. Place your working yarn above the strand on Peg 1 and
knit the bottom loop over. Purl Peg 2.
Repeat Knit 1, Purl 1 for one round.
Using garter stitch, knit 8 rows of
the main color. At this point, you can
close the cast-on edge by removing
the slipknot from the anchor peg and
pulling to cinch it closed. Pull the
yarn tail to the inside of the opening.
Weave the yarn tail around the opening and knot it to secure the top of the
eye. Switch to white yarn and garterstitch 14 rows. Do a gathered bindoff
but don’t pull the bottom completely
closed until it’s stuffed with fiberfill.
You can use 2 buttons for the pupils.
When attaching the eyes to the hat,
sew them on the bottom first and a
little up the back.

